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For modern writers, the ability to use a search engine to study subjects is an incredible skill that would make old researchers insanely jealous. Libraries are important, of course, but you can use Google or YouTube to learn something your characters would already know. Unless you're careful and accidentally put
monster guts out of a video game for your very serious book about dressing up. Over the weekend, author Dana Schwartz spotted a thread on Reddit from a user u/nonono_ohhoho a novel by The Irish writer John Boyne called A Traveler at the Gates of Wisdom. The thread had a picture of the point of dressing,
especially the dying material containing very interesting items. Okay. This is a thread, but it's worth it. User u/NoNoNo_OhOhOh a page on Reddit today about the latest book by acclaimed Irish author John Boyne, The Traveller At the Gates of Wisdom. Note the ingredients. pic.twitter.com/4RTgZxtUT7 – Dana Schwartz
(@DanaSchwartzzz) August 3, 2020 If you've heard cooking utensils clash here, it's because the recipe is definitely Zelda: Breath of the Wild for nintendo switch. One easy way to tell is to include things that exist only in that universe, such as Hylian shrooms and Oktorok eyeball, which falls when you kill a monster in a
game. Anyone who has played Breath of the Wild would immediately think that the object falls and cooks food and elixires, which is why it is disturbing to see it in a very serious book. And it's not viral marketing of any kind for a much-hyped, but secretive sequel. Turns out it was a complete accident. Schwartz's thread on
the procession gained attention and he speculated that Boyne simply Googled how to dye something and found instructions from Zelda. Boyne, who is also on Twitter, confirmed that this was likely the case. Lol, that's actually kind of funny. I'm totally ready to own it. If someone tells me I'm going to tell you this
anecdote on stage for many years...  – John Boyne  (@john_boyne) August 3, 2020 As it turns out, many multidimensional guides to do things Zelda: Breath of the Wild were included in Google's search results to the point where when you search for dying recipes in the search engine, you get things from Zelda. If
you are not careful, you may think that is the right way to make color in the real world. Boyne later tweeted that he would keep it in the book, and he seems genuinely amused that he was duped by some strong SEO. It's a good lesson for all of us to check their sources, and maybe Boyne will give Zelda a chance himself.
That's quite a story. Hey, everybody! This is my list of all the recipes I can find on Breath of the Wild. It's not ready, so I'll add more when I find them. If you have anything to add to the list, let me know and I'll put them in! So now, after the recipes! Basic recipes These are: recipes that you are likely to use most frequently.
They are simple and effective ways to use ingredients to get the effects you want. Rice ballRice (+ fruit / fish / meat)SkewerAny Meat / Fish / Mushrooms x 2 (or more)Stinged fruitAny Fruit x 2 (or more)Fried greensHerb/Vegetable x 2 (Or more)Interesting recipes These are recipes that outside of a strange task or simple
curiosity you may never make. However, I find m mingying doing these just because they exist, so I want to share these with you. This category is divided into smaller categories, based on how many ingredients you use to make it. Optional ingredients don't count.2 ingredient recipes Meat stuffed pumpkin Meat + Fortified
pumpkin (+ meat / reinforced pumpkin)Fried egg and riceRice + Bird eggCurryRice + Goro spice (+ meat / vegetables)Crab mix fryCrab + Goron SpiceMeat and seafood FryMeat + Fish/Crab/Snail3 Ingredient RecipesSeafood MeuniereFish + Wheat + ButterVeggie Cream SoupMilk + Vegetable + Stone Salt Meat and
Rice Bowl Meat + Rice4 Ingredient RecipesEgg tartEgg + Wheat + Sugar + ButterFruit PieFruit + wheat + sugar + butter Meat pieWheat + Butter + Meat + SaltCrepesSugar + wheat + milk + egg (+ honey/fruit)Monster cakeHea + sugar + butter + monster extract Walnut cakeAcorn/Chickaloo treenut + Wheat + Sugar +
butterStewWheat + butter + butter milk + meatCreamy vegetable soupVegetable + Milk + Stone saltRisottoRice + Mushroom / Fish / crab + butter + Stone salt5 ingredient recipesCreamy Heart soupVoltfruit + Hydromelon + Fresh milk + Hearty Radish + Hearty Radish #curatorreview orcz.com/Breath...Page
2orcz.com/Breath... Zelda games have the tradition of smashing pots or pouring tall grass with your sword to fill your heart-themed health metric. But Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild Nintendo has done things a little differently. Supplementing your health is building a wild recipe book. In this new Hyrule, you need to
get health by cooking a nice meal, hunting and collecting or preparing a nice elixir. But in order to get the most out of your cooking sessions, it is useful that you have a recipe book in your hand. However, there isn't really one in the game that will help you. Lucky for you, we've spent hours in the cooking pot giant and
worked on different combinations to get you the best dinners. We've trawling rivers, forting them in the woods and killing many animals to figure out how to make the best meals and elixirs. Cooking guide In order to really cook anything, you need to find a soup pot in the game. There is one old man on the big plain, but
you can also find them in stables, towns and enemy outposts throughout the game. Once you have found one, you need to go to the warehouse and keep all the items that you want to combine into a meal. Then back to the main world and stand behind the soup jug. You tap A to cook, so just stand back and watch those
items bubble for dinner. You can always check recipe dish if you want a quick reminder of how you did it. You can always check the preparation of the recipe by checking your dish There are different meals and Elixirs. Spicy protect you from the cold, the mighty give you extra attacking power and energizing restore



endurance, for example. Just remember that you can only have one effect active at a time, which means that if you eat a spicy meal immediately after a great meal, you will lose the attack bonus. So when cooking, be sure not to mix stamella mushrooms with endura mushrooms, since you will not use either of their stats-
increasing effect. Instead, mix several elements with the same type of boost to achieve maximum effect. For example, stamella mushroom + staminokabassi = steamed energizing of fish container with durability and a health-increasing combination. If you do not accidentally follow the recipe, you will end up with such
well-known dubious food. It still gives you one heart, but Link doesn't like it. Watch out for that dubious food, it's certainly not nutritious Wild Elixirs breath If you're looking for a product that reinforces a specific element of Link's features, the best way to do this is to create Elixir. While a meal improves both your health and
your stats, Elixir either does one or the other. They're a great way to give you a boost during intense boss battles with Breath of the Wild when you have full health, but you need electric protection, for example. Here's a list of all the elixir you can make and the ingredients you need to make them, but they're basically
monster parts + some kind of animal. Elixirs are like food. Except they're limited to promoting one statistic at a time Hearty Elixir Offers: extra hearts Require: monster part + heartfelt animal (such as heartfelt bass or heartfelt blueshell snaal) Energizing Elixir Offers: restoring endurance Requires: monster part + energizing
animal (such as bright-eyed crab or restless cricket) Durable Elixir Provides: additional endurance Requires: monster part + enduring animal (like a tireless frog) Fireproof Elixir provides : protection from fire Requires : monster part + refractory animal (such as repressive butterfly or refractory lizard) Chilly Elixir Provides:
protection from the cold Requires: monster part + cold animal (such as chillfin trout or wintering butterfly) Spicy Elixir Provides: protection from heat Requires: monster part + spicy animal (such as warm woodpecker or summery butterfly) Electro Elixir Provides: protection from electricity Requires : monster part + electric
animal (such as thunder butterfly or electric darner) Hasty Elixir Offers: increase your speed of movement Requires: monster part + hasty animal (such as hot-legged frog or hightail lizard) Sneaky Elixir Provides : more stealth Demands: monster part + cunning animal (such as sunset fire danger or cunning river snaet)
Mighty Elixir Offers: more of your attack part + awesome animal (like awesome carp or awesome porgy) Tough Elixir Offers: more of your defense Requires: monster part + hard animal (such as iron shell or armored carp) Breath of wild recipe book Wild recipe book breath The game actually has plenty of bottom
breathing Wild recipes, all of which will give you a variety of health-promoting effects. If you add products with similar statistical enhancement effects, as we have outlined in the past, you add a prefix to these meals to get additional effects. Just remember: heartfelt = heart filling and/or additional hearts energize =
restoration of durability resistant = excess resistance refractory = flame protection cold = heat resistance spicy = cold resistance electro = shock resistance hasty = movement accelerate = improve stealth power = improve attack force hard = improve defences Here is a complete list of base Breath of the Wild recipes:
Cakes = Tabantha wheat + sugar cane sugar + goat butter + any carrot/any nut Carrot stew = fresh milk + Tabantha wheat + goat butter + hearty blueshell snail Copious Fish Skeins = any variety of four fish Copious Fried Wild Greens = all four different vegetables, Herbs or flowers Plenty of meat Skeins = any of the four
different meats together Rich in mushroom skeins = any variety of four different mushrooms Richly stowten fruit = four different fruits crab Omelette with rice = Hylian rice + bird egg + stone salt + whatever any crab Crab Omelette with rice = Hylia rice + bird egg + stone salt + any crab Crab Stir-Fry = any crab + Goron
spice Mushroom cream Soup = Hylia rice + goat butter + stone salt + any mushroom + any vegetable , herb or flower Creamy heart soup = any retin + hydromelone + volfruit + fresh milk Creamy meat soup = fresh milk + stone salt + any vegetable, herb or flower + any meat Vegetable soup creme = Hylia rice + goat butter
+ stone salt + any carrot or pumpkin Crepes = fresh milk + bird's egg + Tabantha wheat + sugar cane sugar (+ natural berry/honey) Curry Rice = Hylia rice + Goron spice Egg pudding = fresh milk + bird egg + sugar cane sugar Egg tart = bird egg + Tabantha wheat + sugar cane sugar + goat butter Fish and mushroom
sage = any fish + any mushroom Fish sage = any fishFragrant Mushroom Saute = any mushroom + Goron spice Fragrant mushroom Saute = any mushroom + Goron spice Fried bananas = mighty bananas + Tabantha milk + sugar cane sugar Fried egg and rice = Hylia rice + bird egg Fried wild greens = vegetables, herb
or flower (+ any vegetable, herb or flower) Fruit and mushroom mix = any fruit + any mushroom Fruitcake = apple or wild berry + any fruit + Tabantha wheat + sugar cane Glazed meat = which meat + dish bee Honey Glazed mushrooms = any mushroom + dish bee honey Glazed seafood = seafood + dish bee honey
Glazed vegetables = vegetable + dish bee herb or flower + Goro spice Honey candy = dish bee Honey apple = apple + dish bee dish bee Fruit = any fruit + dish bee honey Honeyed fruit = any fruit + dish bee honey Hot Buttered Apple = apple + goat butter Meat and mushroom sage = any meat + any mushroom Meat and
seafood Fry = all seafood + raw meat/prime meat/gourmet meat/bird hook/bird thigh/whole bird Meat Curry = raw gourmet meat/prime meat/meat + Hylian rice + Goron spice Meat sage = meat stew = fresh milk + tabanthavehnä + goat butter + raw gourmet meat / prime meat / meat or raw milky thigh Meat Stuffed
pumpkin = pumpkin + any meat Monster Cake = Tabantha wheat + sugar cane sugar + goat butter + monster extract Monster Curry = Hylian rice + Goron spice + monster extract Monster Rice Balls = Hylian rice + stone salt + monster extract Monster Soup = fresh milk + Tabantha wheat + goat butter + monster extract
Monster Stew = any meat + any seafood + monster extract Mushroom Omelette = any mushroom + bird's egg + goat butter + stone salt Mushroom sage = any mushroom Omelette = bird egg Peppery meat = any meat/any seafood + spicy pepper Pies = reinforced pumpkin/all fruit/any meat/apple/all seafood/apple +
Tabantha wheat + sugar cane sugar + goat butter Pilafs = Hylia rice + bird egg + goat butter + raw whole bird/bird thigh/bird's legs/Goron spice Porgy Meuniere = Tabantha-vehnä + vuohi voi + mikä tahansa porgy Poultry Curry = raaka koko lintu/linnun reisi/koipi + Hylian riisi + Goron-mauste Kurpitsamuhennos = tuore
maito + Tabantha-vehnä + vuohenvoi + linnoitettu kurpitsa Riisipallot = Hylian riisi + mikä tahansa liha / mikä tahansa kala / mikä tahansa sieni / mikä tahansa kasvis, yrtti tai kukka Riisikulhot = Hylian riisi + kivisuola + raaka gourmet-liha/prime-liha/liha tai raaka kokonainen lintu/linnunreisi/lintukoukku Risottos = Hylian riisi
+ vuohenvoi + kivisuola + sydämellinen lohi/mikä tahansa rapu/mikä tahansa sieni/mikä tahansa porkkana tai kurpitsa Rock-Hard Fruit = puu tai mikä tahansa jalokivi Lohi Meuniere = Tabantha vehnä + vuohenvoi + sydämellinen lohi Suolagrillattu kala = kivisuola + mikä tahansa rapu /mikä tahansa kalaSalt-Grilled
Greens = kasvis , yrtti tai kukka + kivisuola Suolagrillatut vihreät = kasvikset, yrtti tai kukka + kivisuola Suola-Grillattu Liha = kivisuola + raaka gourmet-liha/prime meat/meat tai raaka kokonainen lintu/linnunreisi/lintukoukku Suolagrillatut sienet = mikä tahansa sieni + kivisuola Sauteed Nuts = mikä tahansa pähkinäSauteed
Peppers = mausteiset paprikat Sauteed Peppers = mausteiset paprikat Seafood Curry = sydämellinen blueshell-etana tai mikä tahansa porgy + Hylian riisi + Goron mauste Mereneläviä Paistettua riisiä = Hylian rice + stone salt + hearty blueshell crab or any porgy Seafood Meuniere = Tabantha wheat + goat butter + all
seafood Seafood Paella = any porgy + hearty blueshell snail + Hylian rice goat butter + stone salt Seafood Skewer = any crab or snail Boiled fruit = any fruit Spiced meat Skewers = Goro spice + raw gourmet meat / prime meat / meat Steamed foods = all vegetables, herb or flower + any meat/any fish/any mushroom/any
fruit Vegetable curry = any carrot or pumpkin + Hylian + Goron spice Vegetable egg = any mushroom + bird's egg + goat butter + stone salt Vegetable cream soup cream soup fresh milk + stone salt + any carrot or pumpkin Warm milk = fresh milkWheat Bread = Tabantha wheat + stone salt Wheat bread = Tabantha
wheat + stone salt Samantha Loveridge ApacheRose3 Sam is Fandom's UK Gaming Editor. He's been addicted to games since he first got his paws on GameBoy and hasn't watched with a tense heart. back.
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